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Important Tips for Wiring Procedure

Connect the power negative line (black) with the negative pole of the battery.
Connect the power positive line (red) with the positive pole of the battery. (at the same time, connect the ground wire.)
First, connect the ground line +12V (yellow) and VCC (brown) continuously.

Wiring Procedure (as shown in Figure 2)

Note: When the brake is connected, the brake line is connected with the negative pole of the brake.
IV. PANEL OPERATION

3. Dismounting Procedure

(1) Insert two keys simultaneously into the gaps on the right and left sides of the frame.

(2) Use the keys to hook the ejecting sheet and draw it out lightly.

(3) After lining the sheet, connect the matched wires, place the device inside properly and mount the decorative frame.

(2) Bend certain longing to fix the stand better.

(1) Install the stand.

II. INSTALLATION AND DISMOUNTING

Figure 1

Step 1: Connect the main power line +12V (yellow)
Step 2: Connect the acc connecting line (red) with the position
Step 3: Connect the power negative line (black)

Figure 2

Storage battery
 modes as shown below:

(1) Mode Switch in the ON mode, press "MODE" to switch among the

6 MODE

- ON and OFF will be OFF
- Press and hold the key for 3 seconds to switch between OFF and ON

5.APS

Turn on MUTE: Press to turn on volume output.

MUTE: Press to turn off volume output.

Previous/Previous: Press to switch in other modes.

Pause: In the TV mode, press to stop playing.

PLAY/Pause: In the DVD mode, press to switch between PLAY and

4.PLAY/Pause

In the radio mode, press BAND to change the band.

3.BAND

When in the radio mode, press SELECT (CODE) to select the

2.Volume Knob (Select) (CORDER)

(1) Volume knob in the ON mode, turn the knob to adjust the volume.

(2) Select: Show on screen to enter the system menu and use the navigation

(3) OFF: In the ON mode, press to turn off the device.

(2) ON: In the OFF mode, press to turn on the device.

(1) Turn on ACC switch (normally turn on the ignition switch of the car).
## Operating Instructions of Remote Control

- **Set**: Press the key to switch the system menu.
- **Func**: Press the key to switch to the desired mode.
- **Source**: Press the key to switch to the desired source.
- **Power**: Press the key to turn the power on or off.

### Description of Functions and Operating Methods

**Battery**: Do not insert remote control batteries in a manner that may cause electrical shock. Please check the battery type before use.

**WARNING**: Unused batteries should be kept out of children’s reach. Please consult local regulations for correct disposal of batteries.

### Functions

- **12 DOWN**: Press the key to turn the display screen downwards to adjust the angle.
- **11 UP**: Press the key to return the display screen to the previous position.
- **TALK** (Talk): The hand again to enable the hand to extend out and up.
- **OPEN/CLOSE**: Press to open the display screen. (OPEN/CLOSE)
- **OPEN/CLOSE**: Press again to close the display screen. (OPEN/CLOSE)

### Diagram

![Remote Control Diagram](image-url)
(1) Sound Mode Setting:

Note: When the main menu enters the SETUP mode, you may also enter this menu.
V11 Radio Panel Operation

Immediately:
For example: To select channel 12, you may simply touch 1 and then 2
digits within two seconds.
Your desired channel is displayed in the screen frame to select.

Continuous touch to select the memorized channels forwards.
Continuous touch to select the memorized channels backwards.

Channel Selection automatically:
Touch the channel in the screen frame search and memorize channels.

(1) Automatic Channel Search

(2) Channel Selection

(3) Broadcast Channel Setting

You may simply touch Channel 1.-6 in the screen to select your desired
channel.

(4) Sound Channel Setting

To search and memorize broadcast channels automatically:
Touch the broadcast channel indicated between
To scan the broadcast channel. If you want to listen to the
Touch the broadcast channel indicated between
To scan the broadcast channel.

[Diagram of broadcast channel]

(5) Sound Channel Setting

(6) TV Menu Setting

Touch the screen center in the TV mode to display below:

Touch TV in the frame of the main menu to enter the TV mode as shown:

2 TV Setting

Indicates stereo, while ST, mono.
Touch ST on the screen to switch between mono and dual. Red ST

(5) Sound Channel Setting

You may simply touch Channel 1-6 on the screen to select
your desired channel.

You may return to the radio panel operation.

Touch FM on the screen to select the band. For details, please refer to

(1) Band Switch

Touch the screen center in the TV mode to enter the radio mode as

Show Below:
FM1, FM2, FM3, AM1, and AM2 respectively.

If you want to listen to the current broadcasting station, please press press AM1 on the panel and AM2 on the remote control to scan and

3. Broadcast Setting

(1) Automatic Broadcast Search

Press the navigation keys on the remote control to select the channel

3. Broadcast Menu

2. Set Video Menu

Remote control and confirm the selection using the navigation keys on the remote control to select the channel.

1. Set Language Menu

System setting menu as follows:

VCD, DVD, USB and SD Setting
USB is played as shown in Figure (2).

To use USB mode (supporting formats DIVX, MPEG and JPEG) insert USB correctly as shown in Figure (1) and then press MODE on the remote control to switch between SOURCE on the remote control or touch the main menu to switch.

**XI. USB Operating Instructions**

Press the navigation keys and " ENTER " to confirm the selection. If the selection is confirmed scrapping on the remote control to return to the previous menu. Press the navigation keys and " ENTER " to confirm the selection. If the selection is confirmed scrapping on the remote control to return to the previous menu.

**SD Setting**

A SD card is played as shown in Figure (2) and JPEG switch to the SD card and reading mode (supporting formats DIVX, MPEG) and format to the SD card correctly as shown in Figure (1) and then press MODE on the remote control to switch between SOURCE on the remote control or touch the main menu to switch.

**XI. SD Operating Instructions**

For single selection upwads or downwaeds and confirm playing. Press the navigation keys and " ENTER " to confirm playing. Press the navigation keys and " ENTER " to confirm playing. Press the navigation keys and " ENTER " to confirm playing.

**XI. MP3 Menu**

When displaying on the screen when DVD, USB or SD is OFF.

Note: Screen protection is activated by 3D dynamic protection screen control and confirm the selection using the navigation keys/ENTER on the remote control to select the menu forwards and backwards. Press the navigation keys and " ENTER " to confirm the selection. If the selection is confirmed scrapping on the remote control to return to the previous menu.

**5. Other Setting**

When setting a code, first input numbers 3306 for decoding.

Note: When setting a code, first input numbers 3306 for decoding.

Press the navigation keys and " ENTER " to confirm the selection. If the selection is confirmed scrapping on the remote control to return to the previous menu.

**4. Grade Setting**

Press the navigation keys and " ENTER " to confirm the selection. If the selection is confirmed scrapping on the remote control to return to the previous menu.
(3) Automatic Shutter Setting

Press the remote control to return to the directory on the left. Press and press ENTER to confirm the setting. Press and press ENTER to confirm the setting. Press and press ENTER to confirm the setting.

When using so-called Reverse Image, please connect the reverse image from the camera with the video signal output from the camera with the video signal output. Without the need to connect it again. The display is reversed. When the OFF is selected, the OFF setting function is closed.

1. Display information (Print on the LCD of the manual). Display information (Print on the LCD of the manual).

2. Display information (Print on the LCD of the manual). Display information (Print on the LCD of the manual).

3. Display information (Print on the LCD of the manual). Display information (Print on the LCD of the manual).
## XY Troubleshooting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomenon</th>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The power fails to get through</td>
<td>One of the same capacity the output of the new circuit does not exist replace after it is adjusted that short</td>
<td>Case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### XY Frequency Response

- **Frequency Response**: 20Hz-20kHz
- **SNR**: 70dB
- **Power Output**: 4×5W + 4×5W
- **Dynamic Range**: 15-20kHz
- **Speaker-Specific Parameters**: X/Y: 0°-20° 32±5°
- **Disk Thickness**: 1.2±0.3 mm
- **Disk Diameter**: 120±0.3mm
- **MP3, WAV, SWF**: WCD TVD
- **CD**: CD-A, CD-R, CD-RW
- **DVD/VR**: DVD/R, DVD+RW
- **4×DVD Parameters**: Compatible disks, DVP: DVP-708, DVP-708D, DVP-T10

### 3.5mm Radio

- **Stereo Crosslink**: 20Hz-20kHz (+3dB)
- **Noise Sensitivity**: 20Hz-20kHz (U.S.A)
- **Frequency Range**: 87.5MHz-108MHz (Europe)
- **2.5mm Stereo Radio**: 87.5MHz-108MHz (U.S.A)